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Life happens…



The Eden Alternative philosophy of care was started by Dr. Bill 
Thomas 

There are 10 principles that guide us in this person-centered 
philosophy  of care; the first principle says the Three Plagues of 
long-term care are loneliness, helplessness and boredom (the 
problem).  The other nine principles are the solutions

Those whom we serve are called Elders: Elders are those who, 
by virtue of life experience, are here to teach us. 

13 registered homes in Canada – 5 in Saskatchewan

Eden Alternative



The Three Plagues of loneliness (pain we feel when we 

want but cannot have companionship), helplessness (the 

pain we feel when we always receive care and never give 

care) and boredom (the pain we feel when our lives lack 

variety and spontaneity) account for the bulk of suffering 

among our Elders.

● These are plagues of our human spirit, not our 

body.  There are no medications that can fix this

Principle 1



Our habitat



An Elder-centered community commits to 

creating a Human Habitat where life revolves 

around close and continuing contact with plants, 

animals and children.  It is these relationships 

that provide the young and old alike with a 

pathway to a life worth living.

● It is better to live in a garden than a sterile 

environment

Principle 2



And now…



People Who Live in Institutions...
uConvicted Criminals

uThe Chronically Mentally Ill

uCloistered Nuns

uJuvenile Delinquents

uMilitary Recruits

uOur Frail Elders



Loving companionship is the antidote to loneliness.  

Elders deserve easy access to human and animal 

companionship.

● There is a difference between solitude and 

loneliness

● Building relationships is important – sense of 

connectedness

Principle 3



It’s about relationships…



An Elder-centered community creates opportunity to 

give as well as receive care.  This is the antidote to 

helplessness.

● It is the balance of giving and receiving care that 

gives life meaning; we need to provide those 

opportunities

Principle 4



Help contribute to their community



An Elder centered community imbues daily life with 

variety and spontaneity by creating an environment in 

which the unexpected and unpredictable interactions 

and happenings can take place.  This is the antidote 

to boredom

● We are lead to believe that if we are having fun we 

are not being productive; it’s okay to have fun

● Is your life planned to the minute?

Principle 5



Having fun…



Meaningless activity corrodes the human spirit.  The 
opportunity to do things that we find meaningful is 
essential to human health

● What do our Elders find meaningful?  Everyone 
can provide meaningful experiences

● The Eden test – if you posted your recreation 
calendar in another facility would anyone know the 
difference?

Principle 6



This is the life I want…



Medical treatment should be the servant of genuine 

human caring, never its master.

● We want to live in a holistic environment; we need 

to create an environment where we attend to all 

needs not just medical ones

● Treatment supports care; we care for the person 

not just treat a diagnosis

Principle 7



An Elder centered community honors its Elders by de-
emphasizing a top-down bureaucratic authority, seeking instead 
to place the maximum possible decision-making authority into 
the hands of the Elders or into the hands of those closest to 
them

● Eden Alternative Golden Rule – As management does unto 
staff, so shall staff do unto Elders

● Empowered teams work together to meet Elders needs
“No matter how powerful a King may be, it is the community 
under the guidance of its Elders that will be more enduring” 
(from Haleigh’s Almanac)

Principle 8
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Creating an Elder centered community is a never 
ending process.  Human growth must never be 
separated from human life.

● The Eden Alternative is often compared to a garden 
full of life and vitality

● There will always be times of “frost”; keep caring for 
the garden we overcome frost and thrive

● Eden is a never-ending journey - enjoy the journey

Principle 9



2012 International Eden Elder



Happy birthday 

Edith!!



Wise leadership is the lifeblood of any struggle 

against the three plagues.  For it, there can be no 

substitute.

● Leaders grow themselves and others (influences 

others to bring about positive change)

● We have house leaders of care partners and 

senior leaders, care partners who lead 

committees, facilitate fundraising within houses

Principle 10



● We have houses in neighborhoods, not wards or units

● No overhead paging or uniforms

● Each house is painted a different color

● We have 4 smaller dining rooms/ kitchens

● We have a cat and dog 

● Staff are encouraged to spend time with the Elders (being) 
versus getting things done (doing)

How Eden changed us:



Any questions?


